
If you’ve heard that cooking with vegetable oil is healthier than using saturated
fat, you’re not alone. Many people are under the false impression that vegetable
oils are wholesome and natural food choices. After all, we’ve been told that
these oils are good for us by the companies that make them and perhaps even
prominent health experts. When you take a closer look, the unpleasant truth
begins to surface.
What Exactly Is Vegetable Oil?
Basically, a vegetable oil is an oil that has been extracted from seeds. Common
vegetable oil varieties include rapeseed, soybean, corn, peanut, safflower and
sunflower oils. Unfortunately, while the seeds themselves aren’t inherently bad,
the way oil is extracted from them is extremely unhealthy. Oils such as coconut
oil and olive oil are extracted by simple cold pressing, but seeds used to make
many other vegetable oils must be processed in unnatural and questionable
ways. The profit-driven processing methods create oils that benefit food
manufacturers by providing a cheap, visually appealing oil or a longer shelf life
for their finished food products.
Canola Oil: A Scary Example
The production of canola oil is a perfect example of the alarming process that
turns seeds into marketable vegetable oil. Canola oil is actually made from a
hybrid of rapeseed; canola seed doesn’t exist. First, the rapeseed is exposed to
extremely high temperatures; this causes it to oxidize and become rancid. Next,
a petroleum-based solvent chemical is used to extract the oil from the damaged
seeds. The extract is heated again and treated with acid to remove wax solids.
Finally, more chemicals are added to improve the color and flavor and remove the
noxious odors caused by the previous chemical processing. 
How Does Vegetable Oil Affect Your Body?
Finished vegetable oils contain extremely high levels of polyunsaturated fats;
these fats are unstable and oxidize easily. Oxidized fats are responsible for
causing inflammation and cell mutation, which medical researchers blame for a
frightening range of health problems including heart disease, cancer,
endometriosis and more. Some vegetable oil marketers point out that the oils

contain high levels of
Omega-6 fatty acids,
which are critical to health.
Unfortunately, they neglect to
mention that when Omega-6
fatty acids are not properly balanced with Omega-3 fatty acids, they do more
harm than good. If you consume large amounts of margarine that boasts high
Omega-6 levels, you could be contributing to an unbalanced body chemistry that
leads to disease. In addition, consuming vegetable oils will expose your body to
pesticides and the wide range of chemicals used in processing. 
Cooking Oils: What To Avoid
To remove unnatural vegetable oil products from your diet, avoid items in the
following list.

Butter Is Your Friend After All
Fortunately, there are plenty of natural, healthy fats that you can add to your
diet without putting your body at risk, and most of them have superior taste and
consistency. Here is a list of delicious alternatives to help you kick vegetable oils
out of your life. 

Your taste buds and your body will thank you for the change.

Spring is in
the air! The
grass is
turning green,
the flowers
are starting to

bloom and the scent of spring is everywhere. Well...maybe
not everywhere. The inside of our homes, after being
basically closed up all winter (except for you lucky folks
who live in warm-weather-year-round areas) are beginning
to smell less than spring fresh. So what do you do? Spring
cleaning, of course! Although we won’t bore you with tips
on how to clean, (we figure you already know how), we
would like to offer a few random tips that may just help
you in your spring cleaning/home overhaul.
Homemade Glass Cleaner
Clean windows always seem to give a sense of a brighter,
fresher day. However, you don’t need a commercial window
cleaner. They are expensive and most of them are not exactly
eco-friendly. Try this recipe: using an inexpensive spray bottle,
combine 2 tablespoons white vinegar with 2 cups of water. 
A Better Glass Cleaning Cloth
We all know that using most normal cleaning rags, paper
towels or any random disposable paper product will leave
numerous little bits of lint all over the surface. This goes
double for mirrors because...well...it’s a mirror. (Even in
desperation, do not use toilet paper. This is a bad
idea...trust me.) Microfiber cloths are wonderful, but if
you’re looking to save money and/or you have run out of
your favorite cloths, here is a great solution. Coffee filters!
No April Fool’s joke here! They’re cheap and almost every
household has them. And, they work! Coffee filters, when

used in tandem with any glass cleaner, will leave no lint
and no streaks. If you don’t have coffee filters use a
wadded up piece of newspaper, black print only.
Make A Super-Scrubbing Cleaning Cloth
Sew a large button about one inch from one of the corners
of a microfiber cloth. When you are cleaning and come
across a dried on stain use the button for leverage to scrub
the stain away. This works great on counter tops and
tables. The microfiber cloth cleans up the same, but will
remove dried on stuff without breaking your nail or
scratching the surface. I’ve found that using a flat edge vs.
a rounded edge button works best.
Cleaning Cloudy Vases
Ever tried to clean the cloudy residue from the inside of a
narrow neck vase? Or any vase for that matter. My previous
solution was to just throw them away. But that was before
I discovered this amazing tip. Pour white vinegar into the
vase and let it stand for about an hour. Next, add a handful
of uncooked rice to the vinegar. Seal the top of the vase
with your hand, or anything that gives you a tight seal,
and shake the daylights out of it. The rice will work the
cloudy residue off the sides and clean up any details in the
vase. Rinse well with clean, cool water and let dry fully.
Stop Ants And Their Scent Trails (Although not really a cleaning
tip, it is worth passing on.)
Here is another green weapon to add to the arsenal for the
ongoing war against ants. Ants will flee from the smell of
white vinegar. The vinegar also breaks up the scent trails
that they follow. If a trail of ants has found its way into
your home, spray them with the vinegar and then just wipe
them up. In addition to taking out the ants and destroying
their scent trail in a green way, you’re also cleaning.

The month of April is well known for April Fool’s
Day on April 1. The story of how we came to
celebrate April Fool’s Day, or All Fool’s Day, isn’t
really known. Some historians believe it evolved
from celebrations marking the first day of spring. 
But the month of April marks many other
historic events as well. Here are a few of
them:
• April 4, 1877 – The first home telephone was

installed. The phone was awkward to use as it
consisted of a single transmitter/receiver
within a rectangular wooden box. You had to
speak into the opening of the box, then listen
through the same opening.

• April 12, 1981 – The space shuttle Columbia
was first launched. This was the first shuttle
to orbit the earth. It was lost on landing on
February 1, 2003, in what is remembered as
the Space Shuttle Columbia Disaster.

• April 14, 1912 – The Titanic, the British luxury
ship that was believed to be unsinkable,

struck an iceberg
shortly before
midnight on this
date. It sank at
2:20 am on April
15. About 1500
lives were lost
when the vessel
sank.

• April 15, 1947 –
Jackie Robinson
became the first African-American in modern
major-league baseball when he appeared on
the field for the Brooklyn Dodgers. 

• April 29, 1913 – The patent for the zipper, a
handy device we all know and love, was issued
on this day. Back in 1913 it was called the
“hookless fastener.” The US Army was one of
the first customers to use the zipper. They
applied zippers to the clothing and gear of
World War I troops.

• The silkworm’s silk comes out of its mouth
as a thread of gooey liquid, so that nice silk
blouse you spent a fortune on is really just
worm spit.

• Often called the “wolves of the sea,” killer
whales are the ocean’s most intelligent
predators. Like wolves, each pod of killer

whales speaks its own dialect.
• The giant squid is the largest living creature

without a backbone. It weighs up to 2.5
tons and grows up to 55 feet long. Each eye
is a foot or more in diameter.

• The Eiffel Tower shrinks 6 inches in
wintertime and expands that much in the
summer heat.

• The first flashlight weighed in at more than
6 pounds. It was first introduced at an
electrical show in 1898 as a novelty toy.

• Fauxtatoes are mashed or pureed
cauliflower, served as an alternative to
high-carbohydrate potatoes.

• The average human eyeball weighs 1 ounce.
• John Wayne is listed in the Guinness Book of

World Records for playing the most leading
parts. Out of 153 movies he played a leading
role in 142.

• Life Savers began life in 1912. The first
flavor? Peppermint. 

Preheat oven to 350 degrees F. Combine the 2 teaspoons of lime juice with the
milk, let stand for 5 minutes.

In a large bowl, cream together the butter and 3/4 cup sugar until light and
fluffy. Beat in the egg, then stir in the lime zest
and milk mixture. Combine the flour, baking
powder and baking soda, blend into the creamed
mixture. Drop by rounded spoonfuls onto an
ungreased cookie sheet.

Bake for 8 to 10 minutes in the preheated oven,
until the edges are light brown. Allow cookies to
cool on baking sheets for 5 minutes before
transferring to a wire rack to cool completely.

To make the glaze; stir together the remaining
lime juice and sugar. Brush onto cooled cookies.
Optional: add lime zest to the glaze.

• 2 teaspoons key lime juice
• 1/3 cup milk
• 1/2 cup butter, softened
• 3/4 cup white sugar

• 1 egg
• 2 teaspoons lime zest
• 1 3/4 cups all-purpose flour
• 1 teaspoon baking powder

• 1/4 teaspoon baking soda
Glaze:
• 2 tablespoons lime juice
• 1/4 cup white sugar    
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• Vegetable oil made from corn,
rapeseed (canola oil), soybean,
peanut, sunflower, safflower,
cottonseed and grapeseed

• Shortening

• Margarine
• Most butter substitutes
• Any oil that is labeled as refined
• Prepared food products containing

any of these oils 

• Organic butter
• Cold-pressed, organic, plant-based

oils
• Coconut oil
• Lard

• Tallow
• Sustainably sourced palm oil
• Extra-virgin olive oil
• Avocado oil
• Natural animal fats


